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WHAT IS BOURBON?
Bourbon is a type of American whiskey, a barrel- aged distilled spirit made
primarily from corn. The name is derived from the French Bourbon dynasty,
although it is unclear precisely what inspired the whiskey's name. Bourbon has
been distilled since the 18th century. The use of the term "bourbon" for the
whiskey has been traced to the 1820s, and the term began to be used
consistently in Kentucky in the 1870s.
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OUR FEATURED BOURBON

BLACK EXTRA-AGED BOURBON
Launched in early 2013, this is Bulleit’s first age-statement product. Aged 10 years, this bourbon is made with a
mash-bill of 68% corn, 28% rye, and 4% malted barley. Notes of clove, cinnamon, maple sugar, and tea fill the nose
nicely with a palate of baked apples and a holiday stuffing. The decently long finish brings with it the barrel,
along with more hearty and homey spice.

bourbon whiskey
Angel’s Envy Kentucky Straight Bourbon is finished in port wine casks for an
award- winning spirit. We guide each batch’s conditioning, blending our handcrafted bourbon in small batches of 8 to 12 barrels at a time. It’s typically aged for
up to 6 years. Once it’s deemed ready, we finish our bourbon in ruby port wine
casks, which adds distinct flavor nuances that enhance the whiskey
without challenging it.

BOURBON
Baker Beam, nephew of Jim Beam, is the namesake for this installment of the Jim
Beam Small Batch Collection. Baker’s is 2nd youngest, but next to highest proof in the
collection and utilizes a yeast strain that has been in the family for more than 60 years.
Note: One of the unsung heroes from the Small Batch Collection.

BOURBON WHISKEY
One of the four bourbons in the Jim Beam, Small Batch Collection and bottled at
a much lighter 80 proof, Basil Hayden is an easy drinking, well balanced whiskey.
Beam Global recreated Basil Hayden, Sr’s original mash bill when producing this
bourbon as Hayden is credited with increasing the percentage of rye in the mash.

small batch
Bib & Tucker was a term noted to describe a tuxedo or fanciest attire one might wear
to a wedding, and Harv Gates the brand ambassador of 35 Maple Street Spirits says
that exactly what they are doing. This is a sourced bourbon from an undisclosed
distillery. It uses a mashbill of 70% corn, 26% rye and 4% barley and is aged in No.
1 charred American oak for a minimum of 6 years.

bOURBON WHISKEY
Part of Jim Beam’s “Small Batch Collection”, this cask strength bourbon was first
given out as gifts by Booker Noe before being made available to the public in
1992. Aged between 6-8 years and bottled anywhere from 120 to 130 proof it’s
a bourbon with a bite and should be bloomed with some water.

kentucky bourbon whiskey
Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey is distilled, aged and bottled at the
most award-winning distillery in the world. Made from the finest corn, rye and barley
malt, this whiskey ages in new oak barrels for years in century old warehouses until
the peak of maturity. The taste is rich and complex, with hints of vanilla, toffee and
candied fruit. The smooth finish lingers on the palate.

bOURBON WHISKEY
Produced at Four Roses in Lawrenceburg, KY, Bulleit is aged a minimum of six
years and has a rather high rye content. The Bulleit label was revived by Tom
Bulleit and was first produced for friends and family by Augustus Bulleit in the
early 1800’s. While Augustus never sold his product, Tom first started
producing his version of this “Frontier Whiskey” around 1987.

10 YEAR BOURBON
Launched in early 2013, this is Bulleit’s first age-statement product. Aged 10
years, this bourbon is made with a mash-bill of 68% corn, 28% rye, and 4%
malted barley. Notes of clove, cinnamon, maple sugar, and tea fill the nose
nicely with a palate of baked apples and a holiday stuffing. The decently long
finish brings with it the barrel, along with more hearty and homey spice.

small batch bourbon
Made by hand, this Small Batch Bourbon Whiskey has been aged inside century old
warehouses constructed by E.H. Taylor, Jr. Barrels are evaluated and selected to create a
perfect blend of distinctive character that is like no other. This bourbon is a true sipping
bourbon that honors the uncompromising legacy of E.H. Taylor, Jr. Tastes of caramel corn
sweetness, mingled with butterscotch and licorice. The aftertaste is a soft mouth-feel that
turns into subtle spices of pepper and tobacco.

BOURBON WHISKEY
Excelsior Bourbon is the first 100% New York Bourbon: Made in New York from Hudson
Valley grains, and aged in barrels made in NY from New York-harvested American white
oak. It is likely the first whiskey of any kind aged in New York oak since prohibition, and
probably long before that era. We named it for the state motto Excelsior meaning “Ever
Upward.”

CUTWATER

BLACK SKIMMER

Cutwater Spirits is proud to present Black Skimmer Blended Straight Bourbon
Whiskey. A blend of straight bourbon whiskeys with notes of honeysuckle,
caramel, and vanilla.

BOURBON WHISKEY
Eagle Rare Bourbon Whiskey is masterfully crafted and carefully aged for no less than ten
years. Every barrel is discriminately selected to offer consistent flavor but with a seemingly individual personality. Eagle Rare is a bourbon that lives up to its name with its lofty,
distinctive taste experience. The nose is complex, with aromas of toffee, hints of orange
peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak.

small batch 1789
This small batch bottling (200 barrels per batch) is comprised of selected whiskeys
8-12 years of age. This no-age statement product was introduced in early 2016 to
replace the 12-year age statement (a barrel illustration on the original label took
place of the number 12). Later in the year, Heaven Hill redesigned its packaging
again, with the year “1789” now embossed on the glass.

BOURBON
Mix up your favorite cocktail with a sophisticated, contemporary flair with this
worldwide favorite. Enjoy this smooth and mellow Bourbon with its long and soft
finish. Savor its unique aromas and flavors in your favorite Bourbon cocktail, on
the rocks, or with a splash. 80 proof. 40% alcohol/volume.

SMALL BATCH
Four original Bourbon recipes have been expertly selected by Four Roses Master
Distiller at the peak of maturation to create this very mellow and perfectly balanced
Bourbon. You can enjoy it best straight up, on the rocks, or simply with a splash of
your favorite mixer. 90 proof. 45% alcohol/volume.

GARRISON BROTHERS

BOURBON

Garrison Brothers Texas Straight Bourbon Whiskey is bold, proud and authentic. It’s
home-grown and handcrafted from the finest ingredients. Plump, organic yellow corn
from the Texas Panhandle. Premium organic winter wheat thata we grow ourselves
here on the ranch and two-row barley from the Pacific Northwest and Canada. We
grind our grain fresh daily and we cook our own sweet mash, one batch at a time.
Then we marry the delicious distillate with fresh Hill Country rainwater that we
harvest and purify ourselves.

no. 8 sour mash
The most famous George Dickel whisky. A signature balance of Tennessee
whisky flavors, handcrafted for those who want a classic, smooth-sipping
experience.A bold whisky with aromas of light caramel and wood. A smoky
finish with hints of maple and buttered corn.

no. 12 sour mash
George Dickel’s 90-proof Tennessee Whisky. We blend older whiskies to achieve deep,
assertive flavors with an incredibly smooth finish. Bold and brazen, this is our Superior
No. 12.Concentrated flavors of rich oak and subtle vanilla lead to a long finish with
hints of maple, butter and smoke. A whisky with enormous depth, range and
personality – considered by many to be the gold standard of Tennessee Whisky.

HENRY DU YORE

BOURBON WHISKEY

This is a high-rye mash bourbon made by Tad Seestedt at Ransom Spirits, tucked down
in the hills of NW Oregon. Distilled in a 300-gallon Pruehlo alembic copper pot-still, it
is aged for at least 2 years in American oak, though it does see some additional aging
in French oak. It is then hand-bottled, labeled, and wax-sealed. The labeling depicts a
bootlegger using the faux name Henry DuYore to hide his real identity.

CAMPFIRE
High West Campfire is the world’s finest blend of scotch, bourbon and rye whiskeys.
A very unusual, distinctive, yet delicious whiskey. It is best enjoyed with old friends
and good looking strangers. Sip straight or with a little water. Campfire also puts a
unique twist on classic cocktails.

AMERICAN PRARIE
American Prairie Bourbon is a complex blend of straight bourbons producing an
aromatic whiskey that helps preserve the West. Great in cocktails, but has the
complexity to stand on its own.

HIRSCH kentucky bourbon whiskey
This whiskey is distilled in Lawrenceburg, Indiana. This release consists of a blend
of bourbons ranging from seven to nine years old, which is exceptionally mature
for bourbon at this price point. Two mash bills are married together, one with
21% rye and the other with 35% rye, resulting in a relatively high rye content
of approximately 26%. The high rye content adds a distinctive spice character
that balances the sweetness of the corn, making this a bourbon that is excellent
sipped on its own or used in your favorite bourbon cocktail.

BABY BOURBON
When you take the Hudson New York Corn Whiskey and store it in a first-use charred
American Oak barrel,out pops the Baby. The barrel aging process gives this spirit a
light sweetness and deep amber color. This 100% corn bourbon has a bright,
defined taste and a warm finish with notes of marzipan and roasted corn.

gentlemans jack
Just like Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey and Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel, Gentleman
Jack is charcoal mellowed before going into the barrel. Gentleman Jack, however,
receives an additional “blessing” when it is charcoal mellowed again after reaching
maturity - making it the only whiskey in the world to be charcoal mellowed twice, giving
it ultimate smoothness. When you drink Gentleman Jack, do so with pride, for this is the
whiskey a gentleman orders.

SINGLE BARREL
You know Jack, now meet its more mature, and more oaky bigger brother. This
Tennesse whiskey is Jack Daniel’s Black Label with a lot more bite. Not much of story
on this bottle; It’s Jack, just one barrel at a time. Bottled at 94-proof, Single Barrel
Select layers subtle notes of caramel and spice with bright fruit notes and sweet
aromatics for a Tennessee Whiskey with one-of-a-kind flavor.

reserve
In 1997, when Jefferson’s was first starting out, we found a 15-year-old bourbon
that we immediately knew was rich, complex & needed to be brought to market.
It was in 2003 that we decided to bring in other bourbons to marry with the
original Jefferson’s Reserve. We still use over 50% of that mash bill and add
up to 3 more bourbons to create more flavor & complexities.

OLD RUM CASK FINISH
Made in homage to Thomas Jefferson, this bourbon was first aged in new American
oak barrels for approximately eight years before being extra-matured in ex-rum barrels
from Gosling’s Family Reserve for an additional fifteen months.

Pritchard Hill Cabernet Cask Finished

Jefferson’s Bourbon is made in very small batches. Actually, ridiculously small
batches. We take up to four different Kentucky straight bourbon whiskies of
different ages and marry them together. Doing this, we get a lot of complexity
& balance while maintaining the consistency needed in a bourbon (one of the
blends comprising of at least 55% of the total).

signature craft 12 yr.
A 12 year-old bourbon, Signature Craft is impressive in the barrels chosen for this
bottling. The wood tannins and spices are very well integrated. What might be most
surprising of all is that Jim Beam didn’t have a 12 year old on the market until
2013. This appears to be a product that is here to stay, and that is a very good thing
(the price is another).

BLACK EXTRA AGED
Launched in early 2013, this is Bulleit’s first age-statement product. Aged 10
years, this bourbon is made with a mash-bill of 68% corn, 28% rye, and 4%
malted barley. Notes of clove, cinnamon, maple sugar, and tea fill the nose
nicely with a palate of baked apples and a holiday stuffing. The decently long
finish brings with it the barrel, along with more hearty and homey spice.

rare spanish brandy
Rather than finishing the bourbon in casks that were previously used to mature
brandy, Jim Beam Signature Craft Rare Spanish Brandy is made by adding a
small aliquot of rare Spanish brandy to the bourbon. As a result, the bourbon
has sweet notes of dates, raisins and figs that give way to graceful notes of
caramel, vanilla and cinnamon.

BONDED
Jim Beam Bonded is the closest thing to original recipe you can buy on the market.
Made to the same specifications it would have had to meet as far back as 1897, it’s
federally bonded and bottled at 100 proof. If you don’t believe (or care) about all the
jargon, this is the takeaway: This bottle is the classically trained big brother to the
stuff you likely got started on. It’s oaky, spicy and sweet, and makes great cocktails.

DOUBLE OAK
Jim Beam Double Oak was released into the Global Travel Retail market in July
2016. It is a Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey which is initially aged in new,
charred American oak before being transferred to another oak barrel to finish
aging.

reserve

This addition to the Knob Creek line is aged for 9 years as is the standard
bottling, but is bottled at 120 proof instead of 100 like the original. The Single
Barrel Bourbon may vary from bottle to bottle as is the nature of the category.
The aroma has a nice sweet and spiced character to it with maple, vanilla, and
toasted oak standing out. It sips slow and steady with everything in balance.

KENTUCKY BOURBON WHISKEY
Created to represent whiskey before it was mass produced, Knob Creek embodies
the look, feel and taste of pre-prohibition bourbon. This is a long-aged, high-rye
bourbon from Jim Beam. Tasting notes included an aroma of toasted nuts, grain &
oak. A rich, sweet, woody taste & a long, rich finish.

SMOKED MAPLE
Master Distiller Fred Noe credits his father as inspiration for Knob Creek’s first
expression of flavored whiskey. Booker Noe, his father, was the previous Master
Distiller for 40 years and known as “The Innovator.” Along with innovating bourbon,
he also enjoyed smoking his own meats and making his own maple syrup. This
Kentucky straight bourbon is blended with natural flavors and bottled at 90 proof.

BOURBON WHISKEY
Larceny was hand selected by the Master Distillers to have a taste profile of a six
year-old Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. Made with wheat as the secondary
grain, instead of the traditional rye, Larceny is a smoother tasting Bourbon. It has a
bright new copper color, along with a fresh bread and toffee aroma. The taste includes
buttery caramel and honeyed notes, with a rich mouthfeel. It’s finish is long, gently
sweet and savory.

LEGENT BY JIM BEAM
Legent is a collaboration as distinct as the two whiskey legends who made it.
Fred Noe from the founding family of bourbon and Jim Beam’s seventh-generation
Master Distiller and Shinji Fukuyo from the founding house of Japanese whisky and
Suntory’s fifth-ever Chief Blender. Together they created a blend of several unique
bourbons aged in newly charred white oak barrels and some extra-aged in wine and
sherry casks. The result is a rounded and balanced bourbon that is layered, complex
and unlike anything you’ve ever tried.

bourbon whiskey
Maker’s Mark Bourbon is made slowly in small batches, in our National Historic
Landmark distillery in Loretto, Kentucky. While it makes any cocktail better, a lot
of folks still prefer it on its own, or over ice with a splash of water.

46 bourbon whiskey
This is Maker’s Mark with a beautiful finish! Maker’s 46 is fully matured Maker’s
Mark, wheated bourbon finished off in Maker’s barrels that have seared french
oak staves inserted in them. Instead of charring the wood the way you would
with a new oak barrel, they sear the stave in order to bring forth and caramelize
the sugars in the wood. After 2-3 months in the altered barrel you have a new,
fully integrated product.

small batch bourbon
Grass Widow Bourbon comes from Two James Spirits, the first distillery to open
in Detroit, Michigan since prohibition. With the help of distiller David Pickerell,
Grass Widow, named for a regional pre-Prohibition whiskey brand, is a sourced
high-rye bourbon mash bill (36% rye, 60% corn, 4% barley) blend that was aged
in new oak, then given a finish in ex-Madeira casks.

SOUR MASH
During the 1970s and 1980s, Michter’s Original Sour Mash Whiskey was the
distillery’s single most popular product. Includes warm toasted burnt sugar
notes with spice, sweet, smoky fruit, candied cherries, and honeyed vanilla,
remarkably elegant. Starts out like bourbon, finishes like a rye.

86 proof
Created in 1870, Old Forester is the only bourbon continuously distilled and marketed by the founding family before, during and after Prohibition. At 86 proof, Old
Forester delivers a genuine bourbon experience, with rich, full flavor and a smooth
character that is ideal for sipping neat, on the rock, with a splash of water or in a
classic cocktail.

100 proof

Signature 100 Proof honors the legacy of founder George Garvin Brown, who
put his signature on every bottle. And this bourbon is definitely one he would
be proud to have his name on today. Handpicked from select barrels, Old
Forester Signature 100 Proof is a rich, complex bourbon. Spicy and robust,
Signature is bottle at 100 Proof to maintain its distinct character.

Cavehill
Rabbit Hole Distilling, founded by Kaveh Zamanian, makes its Cavehill Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey from four grains: 70% corn, 10% malted wheat, 10%
honey malted barley, and 10% malted barley. It is aged in toasted and charred
new American oak barrels (char #3) and is bottled at 47.5%

BOURBON
Redemption’s take on bourbon is as modern as the sleek and eye-catching
bottle. This flavorful blend was distilled in Indiana. This is the medium rye
offering, although there is also a high-rye bourbon if your really want your
socks blown off. The recipe includes a mash bill of 75% corn, 20% rye, and
5% malted barley. Enjoy the sweet and sour introduction that melts into
caramel, mild woody spices and tangy raspberry.

RUSSELL'S RESERVE 10 YEAR
Only a handful of barrels are selected in small batches from the middle section
or “center cut” of the rick house by Master Distiller, Jimmy Russell and his son,
Associate Master Distiller, Eddie Russell. The whiskey ages for a minimum of 10
years in the deepest no. 4 char, or alligator charred barrels for richer color and
deeper flavor.

SPRINGBROOK
This high-rye bourbon is made from a non-GMO mashbill of 60% corn, 36% rye,
and 4% malted barley, the same recipe as their standard bourbon. Similarly, it
ages at least 7 years and is non-chill-filtered. As the name implies, this variant has
been bottled from a single barrel and at cask strength, generally between 109 and
118 proof.

SOUTHern tier STRAIGHT BOURBON
Beautiful vanilla and leather-scented, deep golden brown bourbon. Smooth caramel
and oak, lingering like the last light of day on the waters of nearby Lake Chautauqua.
Made in small batches with 100% New York State grains and perfectly aged for over
two years in open-air-seasoned premium white oak barrels with a #3 char.

barrel proof
George T. Stagg built the most dominant American distillery of the 19th century,
during a time known as the Gilded Age of Bourbon. Uncut and unfiltered, this
robust bourbon whiskey ages for nearly a decade and boasts the bold character
that is reminiscent of the man himself.

STILL THE ONE

westchester 914

StillTheOne’s Westchester 914 is floral and soft in taste and after aging in a new
American oak barrel it developed into a rich, flavorful spirit with hints of honey,
vanilla, and burnt orange.

TOWNBRANCH

BOURBON

Town Branch is infused with a golden amber honey color, which is an inviting
introduction to this masterfully crafted bourbon. Pleasant woody and oaky aromas
lead into caramel, toffee, brown sugar, and hints of cherry. The lavish and complex
flavors are smooth and sweet with a gentle warming leading to a long finish.

VERY OLD BARTON

BOURBON WHISKEY

Very Old Barton has been carefully distilled and aged for generations in Bardstown,
Kentucky. This classic bourbon whiskey has a bold and rich taste that goes down
smooth, just as it has for decades.

WIDOW JANE

BOURBON WHISKEY

Widow Jane. An interesting name and an even more interesting distillery. The name
comes from the Widow Jane Mine in Rosendale, New York, the distillery comes out of
Red Hook, Brooklyn. All the Widow Jane products are distilled and proofed with water
from the limestone caves of the aforementioned mine. The special chemical properties
of the water give their artisan Spirits the base to really do their own thing.

LONGBRANCH
This Eight Year-Old Wild Turkey Bourbon is refined with Texas mesquite and
oak charcoals for deeper flavor and complexity. The aroma is a balanced
blend of vanilla and spices. Flavors of caramel, pear, and hints of citrus round
out the palate, while the subtle, smoky finish is buttery smooth—with notes
of gentle pepper and toasted oak.

MASTERS COLLECTION
Woodford Reserve Distillery’s Master Collection™ honors the pioneering work of
Pepper and Crow, applying their handcrafted methods to a variety of grain recipes,
fermentation styles and maturation processes to create a range of unique whiskeys.
Includes tasting notes of dried apricot drizzled with rich dark chocolate layered over
toasted hazelnuts and coffee with faint flavors of cinnamon and clove.

kentucky bourbon whiskey
The perfectly balanced taste of this Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey is comprised
of more than 200 detectable flavor notes, from bold grain and wood, to sweet aromatics, spice, and fruit & floral notes. This bourbon has a rich texture of flavors that
create opportunities for cocktail and food pairings. Woodford Reserve is designed with
perfectly proportioned flavors of depth and complexity. The smooth, balanced spirit
has been celebrated as versatile and approachable, contemporary yet timeless.

THIRSTY?
DON’T FORGET TO
ASK ABOUT OUR-

BEER
MENU

whiskey
WHAT IS RYE?
Rye is similar to bourbon, but it’s made from at least 51% rye instead. The rest
of the mixture often comes from barley or corn. It is not uncommon to find rye
whiskey that is 95 -10 0% rye. In America, the production regulations on rye
are almost identical to bourbon. As with bourbon, it must be aged two years
before being called “straight” rye whiskey.

RYE WHISKEY SELECTION

HUDSON MAPLE CASK RYE

GEORGE DICKEL RYE WHISKEY

HUDSON MANHATTAN RYE WHISKEY

SAZERAC STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY

MICHTERS SINGLE BARREL STRAIGHT

JACK DANIELS STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY

RYE

(RI)1 STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY

BULLEIT 95 RYE

BASIL HAYDENS TWO BY TWO
rye & bourbon

REDEMPTION RYE
HIGH WEST YIPPEE KI-YAY

SAGAMORE SPIRIT RYE

